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Limit cycle oscillations (LCOs) affect current fighter aircraft and
are expected to be present on next generation fighter aircraft.
Current efforts in control systems designed to suppress LCO
behavior have either used a linear model, restricting the flight
regime, require exact knowledge of the system dynamics, or
require uncertainties in the system dynamics to be linear-in-the-
parameters and only present in the torsional stiffness. Further-
more, the aerodynamic model used in prior research efforts
neglects nonlinear effects. This paper presents the development of
a controller consisting of a continuous robust integral of the sign
of the error (RISE) feedback term with a neural network (NN)
feedforward term to achieve asymptotic tracking of uncertainties
that do not satisfy the linear-in-the-parameters assumption. Simu-
lation results are presented to validate the performance of the
developed controller. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4027946]

1 Introduction

LCOs commonly occur and remain as a problem on high per-
formance fighter aircraft [1]. Typically, LCO behavior consists of
antisymmetric motion of the wing and lateral motion of the fuse-
lage. It may be self-induced or initiated through control inputs;
however, once started, the motion is self-sustaining and persists
until the flight conditions have been sufficiently altered. LCO
behavior is considered to be closely related to flutter, except that
coupling between the nonlinearities in the structural response and
the unsteady aerodynamic forces yields a limited amplitude
motion [2]. The major concern with LCO is the impact on the
pilot’s ability to successfully complete the mission in a safe and
effective manner. Specifically, the lateral motion of the fuselage

experiencing LCO may cause the pilot to have difficulty reading
cockpit instruments and can lead to the termination of the mission
or the avoidance of a part of the flight envelope critical to combat
survivability. Additionally, the effects of LCO on ordnance are
questionable [2]. These questions include the ability of the
ordnance to be safely released during LCO, the effects on target
acquisition for smart munitions, and the effects on the accuracy of
unguided weapons.

Several control strategies have been developed to suppress LCO
behavior in aero-elastic systems requiring knowledge of the dy-
namics [3–10]. In recent years, multiple adaptive controllers have
been developed to compensate for uncertainties in the torsional
stiffness model. An adaptive control strategy was designed in
Ref. [11] for a structurally nonlinear wing section with a
single trailing edge control surface. The design assumes linear-
in-the-parameters structural nonlinearities and uses feedback
linearization to compensate for a portion of the system dynamics.
Experimental results on a two degree of freedom wing section
using the adaptive controller developed in Ref. [11] and the linear
controller developed in Ref. [3] were presented in Ref. [12]. The
results indicate that the adaptive controller was capable of sup-
pressing the LCO behavior at velocities up to 23% higher than the
flutter velocity. A model reference adaptive control strategy was
developed in Ref. [13] to suppress LCO behavior of a typical wing
section with linear-in-the-parameters uncertainties in the pitch
stiffness model. A feedback linearization control strategy that uses
multiple control surfaces was developed in Ref. [14] to mitigate
LCO behavior on a typical wing section with the same uncertain-
ties as in Ref. [11]. The controller showed improved transient per-
formance and was capable of stabilizing the wing section at higher
freestream velocities when compared with Ref. [13].

Previously developed controllers either use linearized system
dynamics and are restricted to specific flight regimes, require
exact knowledge of the system dynamics, or consider only uncer-
tainties in the dynamics that satisfy the linear-in-the-parameters
assumption. When any of these conditions are not met, the previ-
ously developed controllers can no longer guarantee stability. The
objective in this paper is to develop a controller (based on the pre-
liminary work by the authors [15]) to suppress LCO behavior in
an uncertain two degree of freedom airfoil section with an
attached store, one control surface, and an additive unknown
nonlinear disturbance that does not satisfy the linear-in-the-
parameters assumption. The unknown disturbance represents
unsteady nonlinear aerodynamic effects. A NN is used as a feed-
forward control term to compensate for the unknown nonlinear
disturbance and a RISE feedback term [16–18] ensures asymptotic
tracking of a desired state trajectory. A RISE-like controller was
also recently developed in Ref. [19] where the controller is
embedded in hyperbolic saturation functions to ensure that the
actuator constraints are not breached.

2 Aero-Elastic System Model

The subsequent development and stability analysis are based on
an aero-elastic model given by [20]

F q; _q; dð Þ ¼ M qð Þ€qþ C q; _qð Þ _qþ K qð Þq� N (1)

where q ¼D h a½ �T2 R2 is a composite vector of the vertical
position and angle of attack (AOA) of the wing-store section,
respectively.

Based on the description of LCO behavior, the system
states can be bounded as kqk � j1, k _qk � j2, and k€qk � j3,
where j1; j2; j3 2 R are known positive constants. In Eq. (1),

M2R2�2, C2R2�2, K 2R2�2, F2R2, and N 2R2 are defined as

M ¼D
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The elements of the mass matrix in Eq. (2) are the unknown
constants m1;m4 2 R, and m2 2 R, which are explicitly defined
in Ref. [15]. In Eq. (2), ch1

; ca 2 R are the unknown constant
damping coefficients of the plunge and pitch motion, respectively,

and ch2
2 R is defined as ch2

qð Þ ¼D � rx � að Þmwb cos að Þ
� rh � ahð Þmwb sin að Þ � sx � að Þmsb cos að Þ � sh � ahð Þmsb sin að Þ:
The unknown constant plunge stiffness coefficient in Eq. (2) is
denoted by kh 2R, and the unknown nonlinear pitch stiffness
coefficient in Eq. (2) is denoted by ka qð Þ 2R and is modeled as a
fourth-order polynomial with uncertain constant coefficients. Also
in Eq. (2), L 2R and PM 2R are the lift force and pitch moment
acting on the wing-store section, respectively, and are modeled as

L ¼ qU2bSClaaef þ Cldd (3)

PM ¼ qU2b2SCla

1

2
þ a

� �
aef þ Cmdd (4)

where q, U, S, Cla ;Cld , and Cmd 2 R are unknown constant
coefficients. In Eqs. (3) and (4), d tð Þ 2 R is the control surface

deflection angle, and aef 2 R is defined as aef ¼D aþ ð _h=UÞ
þ ðb ð1=2Þ � að Þ _a=UÞ. Moreover, the terms in Eq. (2), N1;N2 2 R
are unknown nonlinear disturbances that represent unmodeled
nonlinear aerodynamics such as shock effects.

3 Control Objective

The control objective is to guarantee the wing section AOA, a,
tracks a desired trajectory defined as ad 2 R. The formulation of
an AOA tracking problem enables the AOA of the wing to be
optimized for a given metric and flight condition. The control
development and analysis are based on the assumption that
ad; _ad; €ad; €a_d; €a€d;2L1. To quantify the control objective and
facilitate the control design, a tracking error, e1 2 R, and two
auxiliary tracking errors, e2; r 2 R, are defined as

e1 ¼D a� ad (5)

e2 ¼
D

_e1 þ c1e1 (6)

r ¼D _e2 þ c2e2 (7)

where c1; c2 2 R are positive constants. The subsequent develop-
ment is based on the assumption that q and _q are measurable.
Hence, the auxiliary tracking error, r, is not measurable, since it
depends on €q. Substituting the system dynamics in Eq. (1) into
the error dynamics in Eq. (7) yields the following expression:
r ¼ f þ gd, where the auxiliary terms f 2 R and g 2 R are
defined as

f ¼ � m2

det Mð Þ �
~C11

_h� ~C12 _a� ~K11h� ~K12aþ N1

� �

þ m1

det Mð Þ �
~C21

_h� ~C22 _a� ~K22aþ N2

� �
� €ad þ c1 _e1 þ c2e2 (8)

g ¼ m2

det Mð ÞCld þ
m1

det Mð ÞCmd (9)

and g is a positive term provided that sufficient conditions on the
wing geometry and store location are met.2

4 Control Development

After some algebraic manipulation, the open-loop error system
for r can be obtained as ð1=gÞr ¼ vþ ðfd=gdÞ þ d, where gd 2 R
and fd 2 R are defined as

fd ¼ �
m2 qdð Þ

det M qdð Þð Þ �
~C11

_hd � ~C12 qd; _qdð Þ _ad � ~K11hd � ~K12ad

� �
þ m1

det M qdð Þð Þ �
~C21

_hd � ~C22 _ad � ~K22 qdð Þad

� �
� €ad (10)

gd ¼
m2 qdð Þ

det M qdð Þð ÞCld þ
m1

det M qdð Þð ÞCmd (11)

where qd ¼
D

hd ad½ �T2 R2 and hd 2 R is a desired trajectory for
the vertical position of the wing. The subsequent development is

based on the assumption that the designed trajectory, hd and _hd,
are bounded. Based on the open-loop error system and the stabil-
ity analysis in Ref. [15], the control surface deflection angle is

designed as d ¼ �ðbfd=gdÞ � l, where ðbfd=gdÞ 2 R is defined as

ðbfd=gdÞ ¼D ŴTr V̂Txd

� �
; and l 2 R denotes the subsequently

defined RISE feedback term. In the control design, Ŵ 2 Rn2þ1

and V̂ 2 R7�n2 denote estimates for the ideal weight matrices

whose update laws are defined as
_̂W ¼D projðC1r̂0V̂T _xde2Þ and

_̂V ¼D projðC2 _xdðr̂0TŴe2ÞTÞ, where C1 2 R n2þ1ð Þ� n2þ1ð Þ and C2

2 R7�7 are constant and positive definite control matrices, and
proj �ð Þ denotes a smooth projection algorithm in Ref. [21]. The

RISE feedback term is defined as l ¼D ks1
þ ks2

ð Þe2 � ks1
þ ks2

ð Þ
e2 0ð Þ þ �, where � 2 R is the Filippov solution to the following
differential equation _� ¼ ks1

þ ks2
ð Þc2e2 þ b1sgn e2ð Þ and ks1

;
ks2
; b1 2 R are positive constant control gains.

5 Stability Analysis

See Ref. [15] for details.

6 Simulation Results

A numerical simulation is presented to illustrate the perform-
ance of the developed controller and provide a comparison with
the controller in Ref. [12]. The controller from Ref. [12] was
selected for comparison because it is one of the few controllers
that consider structural uncertainties. However, this is not an equal
comparison, since the controller in Ref. [12] considers uncertain-
ties in the pitch stiffness only, while the control strategy devel-
oped in this paper considers uncertainties in all parameters in the
structural and aerodynamic models. For this reason, the structural
and aerodynamic parameters that are assumed to be known in
Ref. [12] are taken to be off by 10% from the actual values. The

controller in Ref. [12] is given by d ¼ ð1=g4U2Þð�F q; _qð Þ � ĤT

R qð Þ � �k1a� �k2 _aÞ, where g4 2 R is a control effectiveness
parameter, U 2 R denotes the freestream velocity, F q; _qð Þ 2 R is
a feedback linearization term that requires exact model knowledge
of certain parameters in the structural model and all parameters in

the aerodynamic model, Ĥ 2 Ri denotes a vector of the estimates
of the uncertain parameters in the pitch stiffness model,

R qð Þ 2 Ri represents a known regression matrix, and �k1; k2 2 R
are positive control gains. The control gains were selected as
�k1 ¼ �k2 ¼ 60 based on improving the transient performance of the
controller while keeping the control effort within tolerable limits

(610 deg). The estimate, Ĥ, is updated via a gradient update law

given by
_̂H ¼ _aRT qð Þ. The model parameters for the simulation

can be found in Ref. [15]. The control objective is to regulate
the AOA to 0 deg from the initial condition h 0ð Þ ¼ 0 m;
_h 0ð Þ ¼ 0 m=s; a 0ð Þ ¼ 3:0 deg, and _a 0ð Þ ¼ 0 deg=s. From Fig. 1,
it is evident that the system, under the above conditions, experien-
ces LCO behavior in the absence of a control strategy and2See [15] for details.
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exogenous disturbances. The developed control strategy was
applied to the system in the absence of exogenous disturbances
with the following gains: c1¼ 2, c2¼ 3, ks1

þ ks2
¼ 3, b1¼ 0.1,

n2¼ 25, C1¼ 10I26, and C2¼ 10I7, where Im denotes an m�m
identity matrix.

The two controllers were applied to the system in the presence
of an additive exogenous disturbance selected as

N tð Þ ¼ 0:25 cos tð Þ 0:25 sin tð Þ½ �T

Figures 2 and 3 show the system states and control effort in the
presence of the additive disturbance, respectively. The developed
controller is capable of regulating the AOA of the wing section in
the presence of exogenous disturbances with control surface
deflections that remain within tolerable limits. However, the
controller in Ref. [12] is not capable of eliminating the effects of
the disturbance in the wing section vertical position. Due to the
coupled nature of the aero-elastic system dynamics and the avail-
ability of a single control surface, any disturbance in the AOA
will propagate into the vertical position as an unmatched disturb-
ance. One solution to this issue is to include an additional control

surface at the leading edge that could be used to suppress
unwanted motion in the vertical position.

A 1500 sample Monte Carlo simulation was executed to
demonstrate the robustness of the developed controller to plant
uncertainties and sensor noise. The uncertain model parameters
were uniformly distributed over a range that extended from 80%
to 120% of the nominal values found in Ref. [15]. A zero mean
noise signal uniformly distributed over an interval was added to
each measurement. For the vertical displacement and velocity, the
interval was 6 2.5� 10�6 m and 62.5� 10�4 m/s, respectively.
For the AOA and AOA rate, the interval was 64.5� 10�3 rad and
61� 10�3 rad/s. For each sample, the maximum of the absolute
value of the tracking error and control surface deflection, the
RMS value of the tracking error, and the settling time were calcu-
lated. The settling time was defined to be the time at which the

Fig. 1 Aero-elastic system free response without disturbances

Fig. 2 Aero-elastic system states in the presence of an addi-
tive disturbance

Fig. 3 Control surface deflection, d(t), for the developed con-
troller and the controller from Ref. [12]

Table 1 Monte Carlo simulation results

Mean Standard deviation

Maximum error 2.9 deg 0.0038 deg
RMS error 0.97 deg 0.073 deg
Maximum control effort 7.5 deg 2.6 deg
Settling time 3.4 s 0.39 s

Fig. 4 Monte Carlo AOA trajectories
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tracking error remained within 60.01 deg. The results, presented
in Table 1, indicate that the maximum error and RMS error of the
system do not vary significantly over the range of the uncertainties
considered.

Figures 4–6 show the system states and control effort for all
1500 Monte Carlo samples. Figure 4 shows that the AOA for all
samples converges to zero in approximately 3.5 s and the small
scatter of the individual trajectories indicates that the system
performance is not significantly impacted by variations in the
uncertain parameters. It is evident from Fig. 5 that the uncon-
trolled vertical displacement damps out for all samples. Figure 6
shows that the control surface deflection for all samples remains
within tolerable limits. However, the maximum control effort
over all Monte Carlo simulations is approximately twice that of
the numerical result shown in Fig. 3. This sensitivity indicates that
in a more severe LCO, variations in the uncertain parameters
could lead to a control effort greater than the actuator limits.

7 Conclusion

A robust adaptive control strategy is developed to suppress
LCO behavior of an aero-elastic system. The developed controller
uses a NN feedforward term to account for structural and aerody-
namic uncertainties, and a RISE feedback term to guarantee as-
ymptotic tracking of a desired AOA trajectory. A Lyapunov-

based stability analysis is used to prove asymptotic tracking. Sim-
ulations illustrate LCO suppression and AOA tracking perform-
ance over a range of uncertainty. A potential drawback to the
developed control strategy is that the control law does not account
for actuator limits. As the severity of the LCO behavior increases,
the developed controller can demand a large control surface
deflection. Additionally, the Monte Carlo simulation results indi-
cated that the maximum control effort is sensitive to variations in
the parameter uncertainties, which could lead to unexpected actu-
ator saturation. Efforts in Ref. [19] could be applied to incorporate
saturation limits.

Currently, there is a lack of clarity amongst researchers concern-
ing the driving mechanism of LCO behavior. The current work, as
in Ref. [20], capture LCO symptoms through the introduction of a
nonlinear torsional stiffness. Future efforts are focused on extend-
ing the developed controller to a flexible wing modeled as a bend-
ing and twisting cantilever beam. As knowledge of the driving
mechanism is furthered, it could be included into the flexible wing
model and developed boundary control techniques to provide a
more complete control strategy for LCO suppression.
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